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The Inscrutable Question: Forth Day: Intro, Gen 1:14-19; Retrospective Analysis & Critique: Perfection of Christ & His Creation, Gen 1:1
Next up on the agenda is the Forth Day of restoration found in:
Genesis 1:14 -	[NASV] The God said, “Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to separate the day from the night and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days and years;
Genesis 1:15 -	and let them be for lights in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth”; and it was so.
Genesis 1:16 -	And God made the two great lights, the greater light to govern the day and the lesser light to govern the night; He made the stars also.
Genesis 1:17 -	And God placed them in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth,
Genesis 1:18 -	and to govern the day and the night, and to separate the light from the darkness; and God saw that it was good.
Genesis 1:19 -	And there was evening and there was morning, a fourth day.
	During the first three days of restoration, the earth was provided light by the Shekinah Glory and not from any light-bearing bodies.

We have already noted from the Written Record the difference between these two light sources.  The word for “light” in the first three restorative days is the Hebrew word, or.
Now that we are in the Fourth Day we find that the word used is the Hebrew maor and it refers to “light bearers,” e.g., the sun, moon, stars, and planets.
We also have a creation verb used in verse 16:
		hcu / asah / -“to create something according to a pattern.”
	These luminaries were created ex nihilo in verse 1, as is indicated by the creation verb found there:

		arB / bara / -“to create from nothing.”
	Therefore, the creative activity in verses 14-19 has to do with restoration of light to heavenly bodies that were functional luminaries in Genesis 1:1.

The questions that arises are, “What happened to the light,”  “Where did it go,” and “How did the Lord restore it instantaneously?”
Well, I have a suggestion for what could be the answer to these questions.  However, I am not going to go there quite yet.
I have in my possession a research paper that could conceivably give us, if not the answers, strong clues to what the answers may be.  However, a number of things must be clarified before be begin.
Therefore, before I submit this paper for your consideration, I believe it is important to draw some very clear distinctions between what the Written Record reveals as absolute truth and what, on the other hand, have been speculations on my part.
I have given some disclaimers along the way but I don’t believe I have done so often enough.  In the course of this current study I have used phrases such as, “The Bible gives us some clues”;  “I am going to submit several propositions which you are free to take or leave or offer objective descent”; “I submit for your consideration” and so forth.
Over the course of the study I have received “objective descent” form several of you.   Consequently, in this review I will endeavor to isolate certain areas of our study that have come under scrutiny and clearly label them as “my speculation” or adjust them in some way.
You may now be entertaining yet another question, “Why speculate?” to which I would respond, “Because the forces of darkness in the Invisible War have been speculating with deception, delusion, and lies since the fall of mankind and with great success.”
In our day, satanically inspired speculation has sold a bill of good to our younger generations packaged as “Laws of Science.”
These so-called “laws” have given legitimacy to the idea of a universe that was created in disorder and chaos and over a period of untold billions of years there evolved in one of its corners a place hospitable to life.
However, this life did not just appear suddenly but also took untold billions of years to develop.  This evolutionary process began in the oceans and migrated to the shores.
From there these creatures began to develop into higher life forms to become certain species of animals, then bipeds, then prehistoric man, and then eventually modern man.
The evil conclusion drawn is that we are as related to rats, and dogs, and cows as much as we are to our parents and siblings.  Further, all of us had a common origin: the goo and sludge of a chaotic, primordial swamp skillions of years ago.
Our children have been taught these ideas for well over thirty years and they now are considered to be absolute science and referred to collectively as the Law of Evolution.
To make matters worse, mainline Christianity has, in the process of denying evolution, chosen to subscribe to an interpretation of Scripture that assigns a “young earth” doctrine to that of the doctrine of creation.
The incorrect conclusion drawn by the “young earth” theologians is that the earth about 10,000 years old.
When children are taught this in Sunday School and church it later leads to confusion in the academic classroom.  They have placed their faith in the “young earth” doctrine yet the teachers and professors show evidence from the geologic record of a much older earth.
This puts them under tremendous peer pressure as they are belittled as members of the “Religious Right,” Fundamentalist Christianity,” or “Jesus Freaks.”
Having the source of their faith disproved by heathen is a pressure that causes many to turn away from the Bible as a source of truth and as a result they reject Scripture as a reliable source of guidance for one’s personal and spiritual life.
My efforts have been intended to show that the Scripture is the authentic record to which science must come to agree.  In so doing we have come to discover that science is in the process of doing just that.
So what we are about to do is go back to the beginning: Genesis 1:1.  We will not really be involved in a review but a retrospective analysis of what we have studied.
Absolute biblical truth will be identified.  Personal speculation will be isolated.  Redactions will occur and adjustments will be made.
When we are done I hope you will agree that we have presented the case in an objective a manner, you will be able to distinguish between truth and speculation, yet come away with a more lucid understanding of the creation account in Genesis 1.
Retrospective Analysis & Critique:
Genesis 1:1
Genesis 1:1 - In the beginning [ of the universe ] God [ specifically, Jesus Christ ] created [ arB bara ] the heavens and the earth.
	1-	Several important premises are established in this verse which are essential to the entire study of Genesis 1.  First of all, we learn that the origin of the universe occurred by divine fiat from a perfect God.
	2-	God’s perfection is established in:
Deuteronomy 32:4a - “The Rock!  His work is perfect.”
	3-	“The Rock” makes reference to the second Person of the Trinity, Jesus Christ.  We learn that He is the agent of creation from:
Colossians 1:16 - For by Him [ Jesus Christ ] all things were created [ kt…zw ktizo: to create out of nothing, all that exists ], both in the heavens and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities—all things [ t¦ p£nta ta panta ] have been created by Him and for Him.
Colossians 1:17 - He is before all things [ eternity past before the creation ] and in Him all things [ matter, energy, time, and space ] hold together [ laws of physics ].
	4-	John confirms that the omnipotence of Jesus Christ was the first cause that resulted in the effect which he and Paul refer to as “all things.”
John 1:3 - All things [ t¦ p£nta ta panta ] came into being by Him [ Jesus Christ ], and apart from Him nothing came into being that has come into being.
	5-	The manner by which the Lord brought the universe into existence is indicated by the creation verbs mentioned in the Hebrew of Genesis 1:1 and the Greek of Colossians 1:16.
6-	arB bara  refers in Scripture exclusively to God and His creative acts.  It means, “to create something out of nothing.”  That is, where noting previously existed, by the voice command of God, all things came into existence.  The equivalent Greek word is kt…zw ktizo and is found in Colossians 1:16.  The equivalent Latin phrase is creatio ex nihilo.
7-	This instantaneous original creation resulted in a perfect universe, not one that required inordinate amounts of time to develop in order to become hospitable for life.
	The Scripture is clear that God is not the author of confusion but that confusion is the result of creature failure and its ramifications:



